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Elementary Gunsmithing - A Manual of Instruction for Amateurs in the Alteration
and Repair of Firearms
Instructional articles on how to build a gun from scratch to how to turn an older gun into a sporter gun.

The Gun Digest Book of Modern Gun Values
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely
scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality,
modern editions, using the original text and artwork.

Field, Skeet, and Trapshooting
The author provides clear, step-by-step instructions for and expedient 9mm submachine gun. It is easily
constructed from readily available materials, primarily steel tubing; it does not require a lathe and
milling machine and it can be built by just about anyone in about a week. For Academic Study Only

The Complete Guide to Gunsmithing
A fully illustrated, how-to handbook for the art of gunsmithing.

Advanced Gunsmithing
Special sections on tools and materials, craft techniques, and firearm safety, restoration, and preservation
are included in a comprehensive guide to gunsmithing and gunmaking

Guns 101
Gunsmithing Shotguns
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DIVDramatic story of shoulder arms, hand guns, and other weapons also describes the men who used
them. Detailed descriptions and illustrations of the Kentucky and Sharps rifle, Colt revolver, and much
more. 499 black-and-white illustrations. /div

The Ultimate Guide to Home Butchering
"The illustrated introduction to firearms from an experienced instructor"--P. [4] of cover.

Smallbore Rifle Shooting
Custom gunsmithingexpertly explained! Competition, self-defense, handgun hunting and long-range
shooting are rapidly growing. Many shooters get involved in these pursuits only to find that they need to
enhance their guns to get the best results. Unfortunately, the rates charged by custom gunsmiths for
performance modifications leave many shooters dreaming about such enhancements. In Custom
Gunsmithing for Self-Defense Firearms, gunsmith and competitive shooter Steve Sieberts shows how to
make those dreams a reality, by giving shooters the knowledge to customize firearms for competition
and self-defense at home! Venturing beyond general repairs, Sieberts details the tools and processes to
perform custom modifications to improve performance for the most popular firearmswithout expensive
machine tools. Inside the book: Processes for cusof all types Ways01 Tricks to enhance firearms for
competition and self-defense Recommendations for hand tools and workbench organization Setting up
and using a Ransom Rest to evaluate accuracy Hundreds of detailed photos detailing the steps needed to
complete real projects In addition, while most gunsmithing books focus on one type of gun, this book
shows how to customize a variety of handguns, rifles and shotguns, including the 1911, STI 2011,
Glock, SIG, Smith & Wesson M&P, Remington Model 700, Savage Model 12, Ruger Model 77, Ruger
10/22, Remington Model 870, AR-15 and more!

Professional Gunsmithing
Shooter's Bible Guide to Firearms Assembly, Disassembly, and Cleaning
An essential reference for everyone interested in guns, this complete reference shows how to repair,
improve, customize, and alter firearms. Complete troubleshooting information about problems such as
misfiring and feeding and extraction failures is provided, along with tips for mounting a scope, fitting
grips, and more.

Do-It-Yourself Gun Repair
The Most Comprehensive Gunsmithing Guide of All Time. Written by one of the most prolific firearms
experts of all time, The Complete Guide to Gunsmithing is a highly detailed and essential reference for
the gun enthusiast and gunsmith alike. At nearly 500 pages, Chapel covers everything from the use of
proper tools to how to get a gunsmithing job, and everything in between. In more than forty chapters of
exceptionally clear prose, the book answers every question a collector, soldier, or home defender could
have on topics such as: • Drawings and Blueprints • Stock Design • Checkering and Carving • Stock
Repairs and Alterations • Etching and Engraving • And many more Not only is the book an incredible
resource for gun owners and gunsmiths, it’s also a wonderful look at the world of firearms in the first
half the twentieth century. Published just over seventy years ago, the book--and revised by the author
two decades later—The Complete Guide to Gunsmithing is fascinating look at how the nature of firearms
has changed. With a thoughtful introductory note by renowned outdoorsman Dr. Jim Casada and eightyPage 2/10
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five meticulous illustrations, this is the definitive edition of an enduring and authoritative classic.
Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We
publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery,
ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer
hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds,
bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Gunsmithing - The AR-15
Gunsmithing Made Easy
This is a new release of the original 1946 edition.

Practical Gunsmithing
If you are seeking a comprehensive reference for collectible gun values, the Gun Trader’s Guide is the
only book you need. For more than half a century, this guide has been the standard reference for
collectors, curators, dealers, shooters, and gun enthusiasts. Updated annually, it remains the definitive
source for making informed decisions on used firearms purchases. Included are extensive listings for
handguns, shotguns, and rifles from some of the most popular manufacturers, including Beretta,
Browning, Colt, Remington, Savage, Smith & Wesson, Winchester, and many more. This thirty-eighth
edition boasts dozens of new entries since last year’s edition and includes a complete index and a guide
on how to properly and effectively use this book in order to find the market value for your collectible
modern firearm. Determine the new prices for any firearm you want to sell or trade, whether its
condition is in box, excellent, or good. With new introductory materials that every gun collector and
potential buyer should read, this book is the ultimate guide to purchasing classic or discontinued
firearms. No matter what kind of modern firearm you own or collect, the Gun Trader’s Guide should
remain close at hand. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and
firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting,
self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish
books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer
stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.

Gunsmithing the AR-15
With the guidance of top gunsmith Patrick Sweeney, beginners, as well as serious enthusiasts, are able to
diagnose handgun problems--for once they're the experts, deciding whether to do their own work or
leave it up to the professionals. Profusely illustrated step-by-step instructions are presented for do-ityourself minor repairs and major upgrades, from the how-tos of diagnosing malfunctions in both
revolver and semi-automatic pistols to what corrective steps can be taken to solve them. Sweeney
provides a complete look at repairs and upgrades: setting up an efficient and organized workplace, what
gunsmithing tools are needed to complete projects, and a thorough series of mini-projects--teaching
professional tool-use techniques. Plus, there are chapters on cleaning, polishing and minor repairs,
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welding and metal joining, recoil reduction, and refinishing. And new to this edition, gunsmithing tips
are included for polymer-framed pistols.

The Gun Digest Book of Rimfire Rifles Assembly/Disassembly
Shooters, gunsmiths, and collectors alike will find the revised version of Gun Digest's Book of Rimfire
Rifles Assembly/Disassembly a practical reference for disassembling and reassembling a variety of
rimfire rifles. Step-by-step high-resolution photography and clear, simple text makes it easy to
disassemble an reassemble a wide-range of modern and vintage models. Kevin Murumatsu has over 40
years of gunsmithing experience and it shows through reassembly tips, which overcome each model's
specific reassembly hurdles.

Gunsmithing - Pistols & Revolvers
Provides step-by-step instructions and manufacturer specifications for all aspects of firearms
maintenance while sharing accompanying tips for a wide range of firearms categories.

Adult Subject Catalog
This volume is written about working on one of the finest sporting firearms ever invented - the shotgun.
Included are types of shotgun from everyman's dream gun, the sidelock ejector, to the everyman gun, the
humble economy single barrel. It covers the work a gunsmith actually encounters, much of this
information has never previously been published and may help the reader appreciate the complexity and
great range of skills and knowledge a gunsmith needs, something unique in the 21st century.Topics
covered include:Guns and Gunsmithing; Tooling & Equipment; Stripping & Servicing and examination
for faults; Minor and advanced barrel work; Rejointing barrels to actions and lockwork; Minor and
major stock repairs; Blacking, bluing, browning and engraving; Gun Proof and The Law. The shotgun is
one of the finest sporting firearms ever invented.Includes previously unpublished information that will
help the reader appreciate the complexity and great range of skills and knowledge a gunsmith
needs.Superbly illustrated. Lewis Potter is a full-time gunsmith, rifle maker and field sportsman with
experience stretching over forty-five years.

Gunsmithing Guide for Beginners and Dummies
One of America's foremost experts on gunsmithing, Bryce Towsley is back again to provide even more
projects for anyone interested in building, customizing, or maintaining firearms. He offers detailed
explanations and includes color illustrations for just about every aspect of gun modification and repair.
Featured tutorials include: stock modifications, accuracy enhancement, weather preparation, a total rifle
makeover, and much more. Beginning with shop design and maintenance, Towsley builds on the
knowledge he provides until ending with directions on rifle building from scratch. For anyone interested
in fixing or building guns, Towsley’s new book is the best guide to getting the most out of a rifle
through personal modifications. “My experience working with Skyhorse is always a positive
collaboration. The editors are first-rate professionals, and my books receive top-shelf treatment. I truly
appreciate our working relationship and hope it continues for years to come.” –David Fischer, author

Practical Gunsmithing
In Gun Digest Book of the AK & SKS, Volume 2, Patrick Sweeney picks up where Volume 1 left off
and brings Kalashnikov's timeless firearm designs--the AK-47 and AK-74--plus their predecessor,
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Simonov's SKS, full circle into the modern era. In exhaustive detail and told in his own entertaining
way, Sweeney provides not only the historical perspective on these now-ubiquitous Russian guns, but
also how to modernize and upgrade them for today's American-style tactical shooting.

Advanced Gunsmithing Guide For Beginners
For the casual shooter or first-time owner to the advanced practitioner, author Patrick Sweeney teaches
you how to remove, replace, maintain and upgrade every single part on your AR-15 rifle with
Gunsmithing the AR-15: The Bench Manual. More than just a step-by-step manual, this insider's
guidebook is chock full of insights on how to change or replace worn, broken or obsolete parts -- truly
the must-have guide to get the job done right! In this companion volume to Gunsmithing the AR-15
Volumes 1 and 2, Sweeney goes beyond basic repair and maintenance and provides project instructions
and expert tips to install some of the most popular brand components, including parts from Geissele,
Daniel Defense, Yankee Hill, Alexander Arms, Timney, Rock River, CMC, Wilson Combat. and more!
The Bench Manual is a must-have resource for AR-15 owners who want to transform their vanilla-plain
AR into a firearm that is ready for anything.

Custom Gunsmithing for Self-Defense Firearms
Diagnose and repair a broad selection of popular hunting firearms in the convenience of your home
workshop and save money, too. Do-It-Yourself Gun Repair is an authoritative guide to maintaining,
repairing, and improving rifles, shotguns, and handguns. Many of the repairs professional gunsmiths
make involve replacing broken or worn parts, and you’ll learn to identify and correct these common
problems quickly, safely, and easily by following the detailed instructions and illustrations of
gunsmithing expert Edward A. Matunas. Matunas teaches the home gunsmith a wide variety of repairs
with easy-to-understand directions and solid, step-by-step advice based on his many years of
professional gunsmithing. Topics include: • Hand and power tool suggestions for home gunsmithing •
Replacing firing pins, extractors, and ejectors • Analyzing and correcting accuracy problems • Topnotch information about bedding the barrel and bore • Easy installation of scopes, mounts, sights, and
recoil pads • Repair of splits and cracks in stocks • Avoiding common mistakes and time-consuming
double work A unique feature of this book is a section covering disassembly, repair, and reassembly of
seven of the most popular firearms: Remington 700, Remington 1100, Remington 870, Winchester 94,
Savage 110, Marlin 336, and Marlin 70. The instructions are fully illustrated with photos and drawings
as well as exploded views and parts lists, and much of this information can be applied to other guns with
similar actions.

Gunsmithing Modern Firearms
An introduction to the construction of guns that provides explanations of the parts and tools involved
and diagrams and charts for instruction

Public Library Catalog
ARs are Expensive! Protect Your Investment—with Gunsmithing: The AR-15 Whether you're a
professional gunsmith or just an interested amateur, you'll find everything you need to know about
keeping your AR perking in Gunsmithing: The AR-15. Written by master gunsmith and noted AR-15
expert Patrick Sweeney, Gunsmithing: The AR-15 is your one-stop guide to repairing, maintaining and
modifying America's favorite rifle. It's all here! Hundreds of detailed photos Maintenance Repair
Accessories and Modifications Tips, Tools and Techniques And more! Whether you're interested in
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simple tasks such as disassembling and maintaining your AR, or if you're ready to tackle more complex
projects such as rebarreling or converting your AR to a piston design, Gunsmithing: The AR-15 tells you
everything you need to know. Protect your investment and avoid costly mistakes—with Gunsmithing:
The AR-15!

Standard Catalog of Military Firearms
A historical landmark title on the practice of gunsmithing. • Readers say it best: "This is the real deal. If
you want to be a master gunsmith you need to understand how they did it in the past." • Vickery’s clear
and precise instruction covers gunsmithing essentials and techniques for both the amateur and
professional smith. It is a valuable collector’s item for any firearm enthusiast. • Classic and practical,
Advanced Gunsmithing is a noteworthy companion to the gunsmither’s workbench. • Rated 5.0 stars by
customers in interested in Hobby books.

Gunsmithing - Rifles
The ultimate guide to maintaining and repairing shotguns.

Arms and Armaments
The Book Buyer's Guide
Learn how to repair wood stocks, bed a rifle for accuracy, tune a rifle's trigger and select aftermarket
parts that will enhance your rifle-shooting ability and take your gun's potential to the next level! From
hunting rifles to tactical and benchrest precision, even today's modular AR-15 and AR-10, author Patrick
Sweeney covers them all and shows you how to gunsmith your own rifles at home, and rifle upgrades
that maximize their true potential. Do you have a rifle that just won't group, no matter what you try?
Pick up a copy of Gunsmithing: Rifles, 9th Edition and learn why--then fix it yourself! This revised
edition includes chapters to help you: upgrade today's Ruger 10/22 accurize a precision bolt action
complete essential projects for the AR-15 and AR-10 learn specific gunsmithing tips to improve your
hunting and long-range rifles New additions in this edition include: AK-47 and AK-74 enhancements
installing slings, rails, and suppressors inspecting and accurizing the M1 Garand and M1A!

Gun Trader's Guide, Thirty-Eighth Edition
Covers home workshops, power and hand tools, maintenance, repairs, disassembly, kits, sights, recoil
pads, and ammunition

Gun Digest Book of the AK and SKS
With more than forty years of experience butchering domestic animals, game, and birds, award-winning
outdoor writer and photographer Monte Burch presents this complete guide for butchering many types
of livestock or wild animals. Learn how to butcher cows, chickens, goats, hogs, deer, turkeys, rabbits,
and more, with simple and easy-to-follow, step-by-step photographs and illustrations. Burch also
provides recommendations on which tools (knives, paring knives, meat scissors, meat grinders, shrinkwrappers) to use for the task at hand. He lists detailed instructions on how to butcher each animal and
use each part, so nothing goes to waste. Now you’ll be able to prepare meat for salting and curing,
freezing, sausage making, and more. From field dressing, skinning, and boning out a whole deer to
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efficiently plucking ducks and bleeding out hogs, this is the one-stop guide to help you become more
self-sufficient in preparing your meat for your table. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad
range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns,
target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and
wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing
shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Guns of the Old West
Establishes a basic book list for public library collections in a wide range of subjects, arranged by broad
Dewey classification, with indexes by subject and by author/title.

The Modern Gunsmith
Smallbore Rifle Shooting is essential reading for those who are considering taking up the sport, and for
those who already have some experience but wish to improve their skills and participate in competitions.
It takes the reader forward from the point at which the very first shot is fired, introduces new levels of
understanding and competence, provides useful advice, and answers many of the questions frequently
asked by beginners.The key topics, which are examined in detail, include breathing, aiming, trigger
control and 'follow through'. In addition, step-by-step guidance is presented on how to build a
comfortable and stable prone position whilst wearing a jacket and sling. All through the book
photographs, including pictures taken through the sights to show exactly what is being described,
support the theory. The author also presents practice exercises that help demonstrate the different
techniques. For people looking to progress beyond indoor practice shooting, there is an explanation of
types of competition, how to enter events, as well as introduction to competing outdoors and learning
how to anticipate the effect of the wind on a shot.Whilst other shooting books may focus on the detailed
skills used by those who compete at an international level, this book offers guidance for those at the
beginner to intermediate levels.Foreword by Nick Clark. Essential reading for all newcomers to the sport
and offers guidance for novice up to intermediate levels.Other shooting books focus on detailed skills
used by those who compete at international level. Key topics covered including breathing, aiming,
trigger control and 'follow through' and step-by-step guidance to achieving a comfortable and stable
prone position.Superbly illustrated with 129 colour photographs, some of these are pictures taken
through the sights to show exactly what is being described.Christopher Fenning has been shooting for
over fifteen years and is a qualified club instructor.

The Complete Guide to Gunsmithing
In Guns 101, Patrick covers the basics (what guns are for and how they work), but also discusses many
types of firearms, firearm accessories, and gun activities-enough to help any reader carry on an
intelligent conversation. From shop etiquette to do-it-yourself repairs, Guns 101 answers all of your gun
questions. Chapters include: The Ten Commandments of Gun SafetyWhat Do You Need a Gun
For?How Does a Gun Work?Types of GunsHow Do I Choose Which Gun to Buy?And more

Gunsmithing Projects
Gunsmithing ?? ?n ?x??t?ng trade th?t ??n ????l? turn ?nt? a lucrative career. Gun?m?th? ?r? highly
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sought b? firearms m?nuf??tur?r? ?nd ??ll??t?r? for their v??t kn?wl?dg? of gun design and
m??h?n???. Th?? ?l?? possess r?f?n?d ?k?ll? ?n the art ?f designing, building ?nd repairing f?r??rm?
?f all t????, ?n?lud?ng ???t?l?, hunt?ng r?fl??, m?l?t?r? rifles, shotguns ?nd ?th?r?. B?f?r? applying
t? a ??ll?g? or tr?d? school t? learn gun?m?th?ng, ?t ?? important t? ??n??d?r ?ll ?f th??r dut??? ?nd
what ?? expected ?f them. Gunsmiths ?r? ?k?ll?d tr?d??????l? wh? d???gn, bu?ld, modify, r?n?v?t?
?nd repair f?r??rm? ?f ?ll ??rt?. Th?? m?? ?l?? ?ng?g? in ?r??t?v? w?rk, such ?? m?t?l engraving ?nd
woodcarving. Th? dut??? of gunsmiths vary b? specialization ?nd employer. Th? ?r?m?r? ?m?l???r?
?r? f?r??rm? manufacturers, military ?nd law-enforcement agencies, gun ?h??? ?nd sporting goods
?t?r??. Gun?m?th? mu?t be ?r?f????nt in u??ng ??v?r?l types of tools ?n order t? ??rf?rm their duties
?d??u?t?l?. In addition t? u??ng h?nd t??l?, m??t gun?m?th? mu?t u?? power t??l? ?nd m??h?n??t
t??l?. Finally, gunsmiths h?v? t? ?t?? abreast ?f ?ll l???l and f?d?r?l l?w? pertaining to firearms.
Th??? l?w? may ?h?ng? frequently, ?nd th?? may be very ??m?l?x ?r difficult t? understand. Th?
?v?rr?d?ng r????n??b?l?t? ?f a gun?m?th is t? ensure th?t the f?r??rm? h? or she ?? w?rk?ng ?n
???r?t? ??f?l? and according to ?????f???t??n?. N? m?tt?r what ?????f?? process th?? ?r? ?ng?g?d
?n ?t the m?m?nt, gun?m?th? must ?b??rv? ??f? gun-h?ndl?ng ?r???dur?? ?nd ?n?ur? that
?u?t?m?r?, assistants and ??w?rk?r? d? th? same. All ?f th? m??h?n??m? ?f the guns must be
?n????t?d f?r safety, and ?n? d?f????n???? mu?t b? f?x?d b?f?r? th? j?b ??n ??mm?n?? ?r ??nt?nu?.
Gun? must be d???gn?d and built t? exacting ?????f???t??n? ?n ?rd?r to fun?t??n ??f?l? ?nd
?r???rl?. Gunsmiths mu?t be proficient ?n w?rk?ng w?th w??d, metal, ?nd other shop m?t?r??l? t?
?r??t? ?n ?ntr???t? piece of equipment. Math ?k?ll? are ?m??rt?nt f?r gun?m?th?, since th?? mu?t
measure and ?ut w??d ?nd m?t?l. Gun?m?th? have excellent w??d and m?t?lw?rk?ng ?k?ll?. They
kn?w h?w t? use ?h?? equipment ?u?h ?? l?th??, dr?ll presses, precision m???ur?ng instruments, f?l??
?nd ?h???l?, and ?th?r tools ?f th? tr?d?. Gun?m?th? h?v? mechanical expertise. Th?? understand the
way th? ?nd?v?du?l m?v?ng parts ?n a gun w?rk together, and ?r? ?bl? t? ?d?nt?f? th? ?r?bl?m when
a gun ??n't working ??rr??tl?.

Expedient Homemade Firearms
Your One-Volume Guide to Collectible Military Firearms! It's Standard Catalog of Military Firearms,
6th Edition! If you collect military firearms, your best insurance policy is to know what you're collecting
and how much it's worth. There's no better source of this knowledge than the updated, revised 6th
edition of Phillip Peterson's Standard Catalog of Military Firearms. From handguns to rifles to shotguns
and fully-automatic machineguns and submachineguns, Standard Catalog of Military Firearms provides
a remarkable complete guide to the world's military firearms and their accessories. It's all here: Detailed
descriptions and values for the world's military firearms, from Argentina to Yugoslavia Descriptions and
values for related accessories including clips, magazines, bayonets and holsters All-new entries for
antique, pre-cartridge era military firearms And much more! Protect yourself! Don't pay too much for
military firearms—or sell for too little! Know what your collection is worth with Standard Catalog of
Military Firearms, 6th edition!

The Gunsmith's Manual
Firearms made since 1900 are far more numerous than those made before 1900. Many of these
post-1900 firearms are found at auctions, arms retailers, in advertisements, and as 'young' family
heirlooms. Much more affordable and plentiful than pre-1900 collector-grade arms, many of these
post-1900 guns are increasingly viewed as collectible, valuable assets. This all-new expanded edition
helps collectors identify firearms, evaluate conditions, and determine values. Detailed specifications and
current values from specialized experts are provided for domestic and imported handguns, rifles,
shotguns, and commemorative firearms. Heavily illustrated with more than 8,000 arms, each listing
includes descriptions and values in three grades of condition, according to the NRA's "Modern"
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standards. A new 8-page color section hosts many popular arms.

Art of Gunsmithing
Gunsmithing
Books for Public Libraries
Originally published in 1883, The Gunsmith’s Manual is generally considered to be the first substantive
work dealing with gunsmithing exclusively and in detail. A comprehensive introductory chapter, one of
the manual’s best qualities, provides the reader with an extensive history of the gun, including the
invention of gun powder, the first rifle, and much more. Once acquainted with firearms, readers can then
move on to learn how guns were made and used in the nineteenth century, as well as terms used in
gunsmithing. The real meat of the book, however, is the authors’ detailed instruction on gun care and
maintenance. Specifics are offered on tools, workbench materials and setup, metalworking, working
with wooden stocks, common repairs, and the process of browning, among many other topics. You can
even improve your marksmanship with these expert shooting tips for a variety of firearms. Although
first published in the nineteenth century, The Gunsmith’s Manual is highly relevant for today’s firearms
owners and tinkerers. The authors’ recommended procedure for removing a rusted-in screw, for
example, is still widely used over 100 years later. You can learn to care for your rifle or shotgun as
traditional gunsmiths would have. For both the historian and the firearms enthusiast, The Gunsmith’s
Manual is an invaluable learning tool.
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